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THE HARTMAN-GROBMAN THEOREM FOR REVERSIBLE SYSTEMS
ON BANACH SPACES

l-llLDEBRANDO MUNHOZ RODRIGUESl AND JOSE GASPAR RUAS-FILHOI

ABSTRACT. In this note we give a version of the Hartman-Grobman Theorem for reversible
systems defined on a Banach space. We prove that the homeomorphism that reduces the
nonlinear system to the linearized one preserves the symmetry. Applications to coupled non-
linear second order ordinary differential equations and to coupled nonlinear wave equations
are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The object of this paper is to present a version of the Hartman-Grobman Theorem for
reversible systems defined on a Banach space and applications to partial differential equations.
The proof of the Hartman-Grobman Theorem can be found for example in Hartman[10], in

Pugh[l4]. Our approach follows the one used by Pugh[14]. The proof presented by Pugh was
based on some ideas of Moser[13] on the analysis of Anosov systems. A finite dimensional ver-
sion of the Hartman-Grobman Theorem for reversible systems was presented in Rodrigues[15].
An important application was given in Rodrigues and Ruas-Filho[16], where hard estimates
were obtained for generalized inverses related to Liapunov-Sehmidt Method, to study bifurca-
tion of subharmonic and homoclinic solutions of nonautonomous equations.
The idea of proving that symmetries on the equation imply symmetry on the solutions

has been widely explored, as one can see in Fiirkotter and Rodrigues[2,3], Galante and Ro-
drig‘ues[4,5], Hale and Rodrigues[8,9], Rodrigues and Ruas-Filho[16], Rodrigues and Vander-
bauwhedellS], Vanderbauwhede[19], etc.

2. REVERSIBILITY FOR SEMIGROUPS

Throughout this paper 3 will indicate a real Banach space. For the notations and basic
results on reversible systems we suggest Hale[6] and Vanderbauwhede[18].

Definition 2.1. Let B be a real Banach space. Let A : D C B —) B be the infinitesimal
generator of a Co-semigroup T(t). Let S : B —+ B be a real continuous linear isometry such
that 52 = I. We say that A is reversible with respect to S, if
(i) D is invariant under S.
(ii) A59: = —SAx, for every 11: E 'D.
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When dealing with Hilbert spaces the requirements on the symmetry operator S are that
it be an involution, S2 = I, and symmetric with respect to the inner product of the space,
(a, Sy) = (533, y), for all a: and y in X. One can generalize this to semi-inner product spaces
introduced by Lumrner[12].
LetX he a Banach space and X " its dual. For each x 6 X there exists, by the Hahn-

Banach theorem at least one (and we shall choose exactly one) functional j(:1:) E X* such that
j (T)(£II) = ||x||2. In the definition above one can easily show that if require that the operator
5 be an involution and satisfies

[Snag] = [x,Sy] for all x, y E X

where the semi—inner product [., .] is defined by [51:, y] = j (y)(z), then S is a linear isometry in
X.

Lemma 2.1. Let A : 'D C B —) B be the infinitesimal generator of a Co-semigroup T(t). If
A is reversible with respect to S, then the following holds:
(i) T(t) is a group.
(ii) The spectrum of A, a(A) and its parts, namely, point, continuous and residual spectrum

are invariant under the mapping:

AEC H—AEC.
Moreover, if A is an eigenvalue of A, associated to the eigenvector m0, then —A is an
eigenvalue of A, associated to the eigenvector Smo

Proof. For t > 0, we define T(—t) :: ST(t)S. It is easy to check that T(t) is a group. The
second part follows from the fact that,

—S(/\ — A)Sx = [(—A) — An, w: e D.

[1

Lemma 2.2. Let A : D C B —> B be the infinitesimal generator of a Co-semigroup T(t). Let
A be reversible with respect to 5. Let

l/Vs::{:1;€ B: T(t)m —> 0, as t —> oo}, Wu 1: {a} e B : T(t):r —) 0, as t —) —oo}.

Suppose B = W3 69 Wu and that there exists projection P : B —> Ws onto, such that SP =
(I — P)S and

||T(t)Pm|| 5 I(e_at||.7;l|, Vt 2 0, Va: 6 B

where K _>_ 1 and (r > O are real numbers.
Then the following hold:
(i) ||’l‘(l.)(l — P).1:ll S KeMHmH, Vt 5 0, VT 6 8.
(ii) o(’]'(l)) does not intersect the unity circle.
(iii) B :: ']'(l) is an isomorphism, S o B o S = B“1 = T(—1) and the spectrum of B is

invariant under the mapping /\ —> A”.
(iv) l/Vu : (I — P)B and SW, = Wu.
(v) If B5 := Ell/Vs) B, := Blwu, then S o B, o S = (B‘1)u.
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(vi) If we define:

IIIxIII == /0'°° ||T<t>Pz||dt + / ”new — Panda
——00

then the norm ||| - ||| is equivalent to H ' H, llllell < 1 and H|B171||| < 1

Proof. The second statement follows from the fact that the spectral radius of BS is less than
1. Similar idea can be used for Bu. To prove (vi) we first observe that

00 0° k+l
|||Pm|||=/ ||T<t>Px||dt=Zf nr<t>Pmndt=

00 1

3Z/ Ale—”k||T(t)P.7:||dt:
k=0 0

K 1

= / ||T(t)P:r||dt.
1 " €_a 0

Then

mam-||| = / ||T<t>T<1>Pm||dt=
0

z/wllT(tI)P$”dt_/
||T(t)P:1:||dt

O

1_ _
S (1— lllIPmlH-< ( )lllwlll

Therefore |||B||| S 1 — —1-——‘—3 < 1.
The proof of the other items are immediate. I]

3. THE SYMMETRIC HARTMAN-GROBMAN THEOREM

Let C? be the space of the bounded and uniformly continuous functions from B to B, with
the usual sup norm. Let [in be the subspace of the functions of CS, which are uniformly
Lipsehit'l, continuous with Lipschitz constant a.

Theorem 3.1. (The symmetric Hartman—Grobman Theorem for mappings) Suppose
the assumptions of Lemma 2.2 are satisfied and let B := T(1). Then there exists MO > 0 such
that, for any f G Cm, satisfying (B+f) 05 = SO(B’+f)‘1 , there is a unique homeomorphism
h z h(f) with h(()) = I, h — I 6 CS, and such that ho(B +f) = Boh. Moreover 1105 = Soh
and S o h“ = [is o S. In particular the set {13 E B : Sit? = st} is invariant under h.

'

Proof. From Pugh[l4], it follows that there exists MO > 0 such that, for any f 6 EM, there is
a unique homeomorphism h = h(f) € Cf, such that h o (B + f) : B o h and h(O) =
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From our assumptions we obtain,
SchoSO(B+f)=Soh0(B+f)"1oS

=SOhoh‘loB“lohoS
=SOB‘lohoS
=BoSohoS

From the uniqueness it follows that S o h o S = h and so ho S = S o h.
Let h, and h“ be respectively the projections of h on W3 and W“. From Pugh[14] it follows

that for any m0 6 B,

(3.1) h_.,(.7:0) = B, o h,,((B + f)"1(.v0))
(32) hu(flfo) = (B_1)u ° hu((B + f)(il?o))
If we lot 330 = Syn in (2.1) and (2.2), we obtain

11145110) = B. 0 hs((B + f)“(5yo)) = BS 0 hs(S(B + f)(yo))
hu(5yo) = (B“)u ° hu((B + f)(5yo)) = (B")u ° hu(5(B + f)‘1(yo))

and then
S 0 11,9(5110) Z S 0 Es 01130513 + flu/O» z (B_l)u 0 So hs(S(B + f)(y0))
S o 1:1..(5110) = S 0 (B"')u °1Ln(5(B + f)“‘(yo)) = (Bh ° 5 ° h“(S(B + f)"1(yo))

Uniqueness implies that S o h, o S = [in and then h, o S = S o hu. The above calculation
also proves that (3.1) and (3.2), in the symmetric case, are equivalent. E]

Let g : V C B —> B be a Lypschitz function, where V is an open neighborhood of the origin,
symmetric with respect to S, that is, SV = V.

Definition 3.1. Consider the differential equation: 55 = Ax+g(r), where A is reversible with
respect to S. We say that this equation is reversible, with respect to S in V, ifg(S'J:) = —Sg(a:)
for all a: E V. In this case we will also say that g(a:) is reversible.
If n:(t) is a solution of a reversible system then Sx(-—t) is also a solution. If a:(t,:1:0) de-

notes the solution of the above equation with initial condition so at t = 0, then x(t,S$0) =
S:1:(—t,.'n()).
Consider the systems:

(3-3) i) = Av
(3.4) fit : A3: + f(x)
Theorem 3.2. (The Symmetric Hartman-Grobman Theorem for flows) Let A : ’D C
B —+ B be the infinitesimal generator of a Co—semigroup T(t). Let A and f be reversible with
respect to 5. Suppose B = W; 69 Wu and that there exists projection P : B —+ W, onto, such
that SP = (I — P)S and

||T(t)P:c|| 5 Ke‘Q‘IIIll, Vt z 0, Va: 6 B

where K and a are positive real numbers.
Then there exists a, > 0, such that if f 6 EM, there exists a unique homeomorphism

h : B —-> B, with h. — I e C? such that ho 1/4 = (l): o h, where (it and 1/4, are the flows generated
by (3.3) and (3.4) respectively. Moreover h o S = S o h and S o hu = h, o S. In particular, the
set {at E B : 5:1: = m} is invariant under h.
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Proof. Consider the time one map 1/11(3:) associated to the system (3.4). By the variation of
constants formula we have,

1111 (m0)— x(1, x0)—— 1):1:o+/ T(1 — s)f ((s,x0))ds := Brno + F(m0),

where F 6 EM, and Mo := 1—154 is sufficiently small.
From the reversibility condition we obtain,

(13 + F)(5$o) = 10153170) = $(1, 5x0) = 5$(—1,xo) = Sififllh‘o) = 5(B + F)"1(wo)-

The result now follows from Theorem 3.1 using the uniqueness of the homeomorphism h as
in Pugh[l4]. [3

Theorem 3.3. ( The Hartman-Grobman Theorem: The Local Version.) Let A :

'D C B —+ B be the infinitesimal generator of a C'o-semigroup T(t). Let A be reversible with
respect to 5. Suppose B = W, 69 Wu and that there exists projection P : B -—> W, onto, such
that SP 2 (I — P)S and

|]T(t)Px|| g Ire-a‘llmll, Vt z 0, Va: e s
where K and a are positive real numbers.
Let V be a neighborhood of the origin, such that SV = V and suppose that f : V —) B is

continuous and reversible with respect to S on V. Let V5 := {22 E V : “33” S <5}, where 6 > 0.
Assume that for each 6 > 0 there exists a; > 0, such that f |V5 has Lipschitz constant [15 and
m —-) 0, as (5 —) 0.

Then there exists (5 > 0 and a homeomorphism h : V,; -—> V, , where V, is a neighborhood of
the origin, such that how, = (I), o h, where (t, and ¢c are the flows generated by (3.3) and (3.4)
respectively. Moreover h o S = S o h and S 0 hu 2 h, o S. In particular, h({:1: 6 V5 : 5:1: =
:1:})C {me V1:S.7:=:1:} .

Proof. Let (5 > 0, sufficiently small such that 2a, < m, where H1 is as in Theorem 3.2. We
extend flw; to a function F : B —+ B in the following way:

FlV5 i: fle’ FOE)'2“fill/Arm,ll) if llxll > 6'

One can prove that F is continuous and has Lipschitz constant 2m on 13. Moreover since
5 is an isometry, if ||m|| > 6, we have

(5.735 6.7:

flv(—’— )= ‘Sflv(~‘)=—SF(33)F“$2) . us || . use“

The result follows from Theorem 3.2. E]

4. APPLICATIONS

In this section we make some applications to ordinary and partial differential equations.
Our first application gives us a result that was very important to prove uniform estimate of

generalized inverses related to an application of Liapunov-Schimidt Method in Rodrigues and
Ruas—FilhollG].
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Example 4.1. Consider the system:

i = y + f (x, y)
y==ax+flaw

where f, 9 are C’1 functions with sufficiently small derivatives, at the origin, such that f (x, —y) =
—f(:r:,y) and g(:r, y) = g(a:, -y), for all z, y in R", g(0, 0) = 0 and a > 0.
The above system is reversible with respect to the matrix:

s=(é_$).
In this case Theorem 3.3 says that there exists a homeomorphism h which takes the above

nonlinear system into zi: = y and 3] = am. If h := (21), in term of the components, the
2

condition h o S = S o h is equivalent to h1(:1:, —y) = h1(x,y) and h2(:1:, —y) = ——h2(:1:, y), for
every 23, y in R". For y = 0, we have h2(:r,, 0) = 0 for every 111. Therefore the x-axis is invariant
under h.
An interesting case that belongs to this class of examples is the one which comes from

second order equations (13 = g(:z:), which is equivalent to the system: at = y and g) = g(a:).

Our second example deals with a reversible system of damped hyperbolic partial differential
equations.

Example 4.2. Let us consider the system of partial differential equations:

62 _32 cea—Ta; — emf—c
" + f(x, u, umv, v1)

3 __fi—a—f-I'Ca—tt +g(:c, u, umv, v1)
with the boundary conditions:

u(t, 0) = u(t, 1) = v(t, 0) = v(t, 1) = 0.

The above second order system is equivalent to the following first order system:
flu—uat _ 2
an _82u Bu 61:

(41) Efi—fi— CU2+f($, ”17az’v1)a_zL)
' iuzvzat

Bu _ 321) 81)
73—52 —‘ fi-l—C’Ug'l‘gtzy 11114827,’l)],—"L)

We will use the notation of scmigroup theory. Consider the space X := (Hf x L2)2. Let

11,1
2 112803 u firu —11~ — cu u UU: 2 ,mn= m 2 ,Fwy= “ “m’ha)

U1 U2 0
62 81)U2 334—002 g(-,u1, aauéfvli 3x)

Therefore, equation (4.1), with the above boundary conditions,15 equivalent to the following
equation defined on X,

um U=AU+Hw
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where 'D(A) := ((H2 0 H3) x Hg)? One can easily show that A : D(A) C X ——> X is the
infinitesimal generator of a Co-semigroup T(t).
Consider the following continuous linear operator defined on X,

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 ——1

SU'—
1 O O O

U

0 —1 O 0

It is easy to verify that S2 = I, and that A is reversible with respect to 5.
Let

PU := COOP-4 ODD—“O COCO OOOO

We have that SP = (I — P)S and if we let

ws ={(u1,u2,0,0)€ X;u1 G Hgfllz 6 L2}

then P is onto W“ and due to presence of the damping term —C%1f-tk one can show that the
condition

||T(t)x|| 5 Ke—atnzn, w 2 0, Van e W3

on the behavior of T(t) on W“ is satisfied for some constant a = a(c). To show this one can
use energy estimates or more direct methods. See, for example, Hale[7 ].
[fwe assume that f(:c,w1,w2,w3,w4) = g(.'1:,w3, —w4,w1, —'w2), for every (x,w1,w1,w3,w4) 6

[0,1] x R4, then we have that F(SU) = —SF(U), for every U G X and so system (4.2) is
reversible with respect to S.
In addition to the above conditions, if we assume that f and g are Lipschitz continuous

with constant a > 0, where u is sufficiently small, from Theorem 3.3, we obtain that equation
(4.2) is conjugate to equation,

U=AU
under a homeomorphism h : X —-> X. Moreover h(.S'U) = Sh(U), for every U G X. If
h, := (In, hg, 1&3, 114)T, we have:

hi(U1, —02,U1,—U2) = h3(ui,U2,Ui,U2), h2('Uh “412,111, -W) = —h4(u1,u2,v1,v2),
for every U := (u1,u2,v1,v2) e X.
The following subspace of X,

Y:={ z ,u€H(},veL2}.
—’U

is the fixed subspace of S. Theorem 3.3 implies that Y is invariant under h, wich implies that,
h,(u,v,u, —v) = h3(u,v,u, —v), h2(u,v,u, —v) = —h4(u,v,u, -—v), V u 6 H3, 1) 6 L2.
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The results of this example can be generalized, in a natural way, to other types of partial
differential equations, as for instance, the beam equation

uu+fyumm + Fun + (in, = f(:L', u, 11, um, Um)
4.3( )

litt+77lxzzz + Fuzz — (svt = g(-’I7, u, U, “21 var.)

with appropriate boundary conditions. To apply Theorem 3.3 to equation (4.3) one can use
the estimates obtained by Rodrigues and Silveira[17] to the linear part of [4.3].

More generally one can think of hyperbolic equations or systems like

ii+Cu+6u:F(u,v)
ii+Cv—(5b=G(u,v)

where A is a positive self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space. See, for example, Lopes and
Ceron[11].
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